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CONVERGENCE OF HEAT KERNELS
FOR DEGENERATING HYPERBOLIC SURFACES

LIZHEN JI

(Communicated by Dennis A. Hejhal)

Abstract. For a degenerating family of hyperbolic surfaces S, (I > 0), we

show that the heat kernel of S¡ converges to the heat kernel of S0 . The proof

consists of two steps. For small time, we use the Brownian motion interpretation

of the heat kernels to prove the convergence. Then we use Gaussian type bounds

for the heat kernels and their derivatives and a priori bounds for heat equations

to finish the proof.

1. Introduction

Let Mg (g > 2) be the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g, and

let Mg be the Deligne-Mumford compactified moduli space of stable Riemann

surfaces. For any S e Mg, S has a canonical hyperbolic metric. We call

such a surface with its hyperbolic metric a hyperbolic surface. There have been

many studies devoted to understanding the spectral properties of S near the

boundary Mg\Mg (see [3-6, 13].
In this note, we study the heat kernel of S. Before stating the results, we

set up some notation. Let S¡ (I > 0) be a degenerating family of hyperbolic

surfaces, i.e., for / > 0, S¡ is compact, while So is complete, noncompact, and

of finite area. The degeneration is caused by the fact that the lengths of several

simple, closed geodesies yx(l),..., ym(l) in S¡ go to zero as / —> 0. These
geodesies are referred to as pinching geodesies.

To compare functions on S¡ and So , we use the globally defined harmonic

map of infinite energy n¡: So —► S¡ constructed by Wolf [12]. The map n¡ is

a homeomorphism from So to S¡\{yx(l), ... , ym(l)} and intuitively opens up

each node of So (i.e., a pair of cusps) into a pinching geodesic of S¡. Let dsf

be the hyperbolic metric on 5/; then n*(ds2) converges to ds$ Cfc-uniformly

over compact subsets of So ■
Let H¡(x, y, t) be the heat kernel of S¡. We then have the following:

Theorem 1.1. For any (x, y, t) e So x So x K+,

limHi(n,(x), n,(y), t) = H0(x, y, t),

and the convergence is uniform over all the compact subsets.
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The above theorem gives the leading term of the asymptotic expansion of

Hi(n¡(x), 7c¡(y), t) in / near / = 0.

A preliminary version of this note was written a few years ago. In the mean-

time, we received a preprint by J. Jorgenson and R. Lundelius which contains,

among other things, a nice proof of a stronger version of the above result [6,

Theorem 6.1] in the case that So is connected, based on convergence of the uni-

formization groups and sphere packing in the upper half plane. Theorem 1.1

also follows from the general theory developed by Hejhal [3]. Our original aim

in writing this note was to establish such convergence using only intrinsic argu-

ments, i.e., without using the uniformization theorem, which is only available

for surfaces of constant curvature.

The arguments in this note will thus work also for more general types of sur-

faces with nonconstant curvature. One such example is given by perturbing the

metric on 5/ by a bounded conformai factor so that the curvature is bounded,
and S¡ converges Cfc-uniformly to So over all compact subsets.

Our proof of Theorem 1.1 will entail two steps.

Step 1. For small t, say Z < -¡^ , the Brownian motion interpretation of heat

kernels and the strong Markov property will enable us to cut out negligible long

thin collars around the pinching geodesies. We can then directly compare the

heat kernels on the remaining compact parts to prove the necessary convergence.

Step 2. For the remaining case, we use upper bounds for the heat kernels

and their derivatives and a priori estimates for heat equations to conclude
that for any sequence /, —> 0 there is a subsequence {/j} c {/,-} such that

lim7_oo Hi'(^i'(x), iti'iy), t) exists. Then by Step 1 and the uniqueness for so-

lutions to the initial problems of heat equations, lim_/_(X)////(7t/i(x), 7t['(y), t) =

Hq(x, y, t). Hence, for all Z>0, lim^oH¡(n¡(x), n¡(y), t) = H0(x, y, t).

2. Separating the long thin collars away from compact parts

Let M be a Riemann manifold. A positive function H(x, y, t) e

C°°(M x M x R+) is called a heat kernel of M if the following conditions

are satisfied:

(1) §-,H(x, y, t) + AH(x, y, t) = 0, where A is the Laplace-Beltrami op-
erator of M and normalized to be nonnegative;

(2) hm,_o#(-X. y, t) = ây(x), where <5v(*)is the Dirac delta function at

y ; and
(3) H(x,y,t) = H(y,x,t).

If M is complete and its Ricci curvature is bounded from below, then M

has a unique heat kernel. If M is compact with nonempty boundary dM,

then we can define its Dirichlet heat kernel with an additional requirement that

H(x, y, t) = 0 if x e dM or y e dM. From now on, M is either complete

with Ricci curvature bounded from below or compact with boundary.

An important fact concerning the heat kernel is the following Gaussian upper

bound due to Li and Yau [8, Corollary 3.1],

Theorem 2.1. Let M" be a complete Riemannian manifold with Ric(M) > -k,

k > 0, and H(x, y, t) its unique heat kernel. Then, for each S > 0, there exist
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constants c(S, n), cx(n) such that

H(x,y,t)< c(ô,n)Vx-l/2(Vt)Vy-l,2(Vi)exp (-ffi^ff + ci (»)<***) ,

where Vx^t) is the volume of the ball at x of radius V?.

The heat kernel H(x, y, t) of M can be interpreted through the Brownian

motion on M (see [1, pp. 210-212]). First of all, the Brownian motion on

M can be described as follows. Let M U {00} be the one-point compactifi-

cation of M. For any continuous map to: [0, oo) —> M U {00}, let <¡;(cü) =

inf{Z > 0\ca(t) = oo}. Define

W = {co: [0, oo) ̂  M U {oo}\co(0) e M, œ(t) = oo,  t>Ç(œ)};

i.e., W consists of those paths which stay at oc after first reaching there.

This is the sample space for the Brownian motion on M. Consider cylindrical

subsets A of W :

A = {coe W\(œ(tx), co(t2),..., œ(t„)) e B},

n
/-*-s

where 0 < tx < t2 < ■■■ < tn and B is a Borel set in M x M x • • • x M .

On the cr-algebra I generated by these cylindrical sets, we want to define a

probability measure Px for each x e M such that Px(Wx) = 1, where Wx =

{co e W\œ(0) = x}, and where, for A c W as above,

PX(A)= [ H(Xlyx,tx)H(yx,y2,t2-tx)
Jb

■■•H(yn-x,yn, tn-tn-X)dV(yx, ... ,y„),

where H(x, y, t) is the heat kernel of M and dV(yx, ... , y„) is the Rieman-
n

.-*-».

nian measure on the product M x M x • • • x M .

Under the assumption that Ric(M) > -k > -oo, JM H(x, y, t) dV(y) = 1.
Thus we can legitimately define PX(A) by the equation above. By the semi-
group property of H(x, y, t), PX has a unique extension to the whole cr-

algebra Z and {(Px , W)\x e M} is the Brownian motion on M.

The Brownian motion is useful in expressing the heat kernel through the

following formula: for any Borel set B c M,

[ H(x,y, t)dV(y) = Px({œ e W\t(œ) > t, co(t) e B}).
JB

Before proceeding, we introduce the following

Definition. For B c M, a Borel subset, the first hitting time TB of B is defined

by TB(a>) = inf{t > 0\to(t) e B} for any coeW .

The reason we introduce the first hitting time is to express the Dirichlet heat

kernel of a regular domain Yl c M in terms of the Brownian motion on M.

More precisely, let Hçi(x, y, t) be the Dirichlet heat kernel of Yl with respect

to the induced metric; then, for any B c Yl,

(1)

/ Ha(x, y, t)dV(y) = Px({œ e W\œ(t) eB, t< min{TMSa(a>), c¡(co)}}).
Jb
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Now we consider the heat kernels of a degenerating family of surfaces S¡.

For simplicity, we assume that there is only one pinching geodesic y (I) of length
/. We will also assume, at first, that it is nonseparating. The long thin collar in

S¡ can be described through the following collar theorem of Keen [7].

Definition. A hyperbolic cylinder with core geodesic of length / and width 2w

is a cylinder {(r, d)\ - w < r < w, 0 < d < l}/{(r, 1) ~ (r, 0)} with the

metric dr2 + I2 cosh2 rdO2.

Theorem 2.2. There exists a positive constant a such that if I = \y(l)\ < a

the hyperbolic cylinder C¡ with y (I) as its core geodesic and width 21og(|) is

automatically embedded in S¡ as a tubular neighborhood of y(l).

For later applications, we denote by C¡(p) (p < log(})) the subcollar around

y(l) of width 2(log } - p). In particular, Q(0) = C, .
We are going to cut out C¡(p) for big p and study the influence on the heat

kernels. Let H¡p(x, y, t) be the Dirichlet heat kernel of S¡\C¡(p).

Proposition 2.3. For any x, y e S¡\Ci(jp), 0 < t < -^p, and I with, say,

lep < \ , we have

\H,(x,y, t)-HLp(x,y, t)\ < cmax{rx, rM", z-M"}exp (-y^ + ciz) ,

where c, cx are some absolute positive constants.

Proof. According to the above description, in particular equation (1), for any

points x, y e S¡\C¡(jp) and e > 0 small,

/       Hi(x, z, t)dV(z) = Px({o)\to(t) e B(y, e)})
JB(y,e)

= Px({oj\co(t) e B(y,e),  Tc¡{p)(co) > t})

+ Px({co\co(t) e B(y, e),  TCM(a) < t})

=   f       Hi,p(x,z,t)dV(z) + Px({co\co(t)eB(y,e),  TCl{p)(œ) < t}),
JB(y,e)

where B(y, e) is the geodesic ball at y of radius e. Thus,

/       (H,(x,z,t)-H,tP(x,z,t))dV(z)
(2) JB(y,e)

= Px({co\co(t) e B(y, e),  TCl{p)(co) < t}).

We want to show that the right-hand side of equation (2) is small when p
is big. This is intuitively clear since it measures the probability of a particle

moving into a far away collar (of distance at least \p) and coming back in

a fixed amount of time. More precisely, by the strong Markov property of
Brownian motion (see [9, p. 12]),

Px({co\co(t)eB(y,e),  TCl{p)(co) < t})

= [ PW[T   m)({co'\to'(t - TQ{p)(co)) e B(y, e)}) dPx ,
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where co' is a new variable in W . Recall

PW(TClU<o))({<»>'(t - Tc,(p)(o>)) e B(y,e)})

= [       H,(a>(TCM(œ)) ,z,t- TCl(p)(co)) dV(z).
JB(y,e)

By the definition of the first hitting time Tq(P) , co(TCl(P)(o)) e d(Q(p)).

Thus for x, yeS,\Ci(±p), d¡(B(y, e), co(TCl{p)(co))) > \p-e, where d,(-, •)
is the distance function of S¡. We propose to use Theorem 2.1 to show that

7//(c(j(Pq(/,)(c!j)), z,t- TCl{p)(co)) is small when p is big.
For fixed p, the injectivity radius along 8C¡(p) is approximately

/cosh(r(/)- p)~e~p    as/-+0.

Thus for z e dCi(p), if V~t > e~p, then Pz(v7) > cfte~P, and otherwise,

Yz(\ft) > ct. Hence, when lep <\, Vz(y/t) > cmin{Z, \fte~p}, where c is

some absolute constant. Since y e S[\Q(p/2), for z e B(y, e), the injectiv-

ity radius at z > c'e~ip, and Vz(\ft) > c'min{Z, \ße~%} for some absolute

constant c' > 0. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1,

Hi(co(TCl{p)(co)), z,t- TCl{p)(co))

<c(¿)max{^-^^-M^^-M'}expU^^ + Cl<5^) ,

where T = t - Pq(/))(oj) and c(ô) is a constant depending only on S . For 0 <

S < 1, the function on the right-hand side is increasing in T when T < Xp ;

therefore,

H,(œ(TCM(a)),z,t-TCM(œ))

i
< c(ô)ma\{rx, r^e^p, r^e^p}e\p Í- 2p    e +cxSt\ ,

where t < j§p, 0 < á < 1.
For simplicity, we take 8=1. Combining equations (2), (3), (4) with the

fact that Px({co e W\TCl(P)(co) < t}) < 1, we get Proposition 2.3 by letting

e^O.   D

As p —> oo, the above proposition is interesting only when yg, > | • For

i < jo , this inequality is obviously satisfied. This is the reason why ^ appears
in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Of course, any other small number will

also serve the purpose.

For a later application, denote the Dirichlet heat kernel of SA-T^'dJ Co(p))

by H*  (x, y, t). By similar reasoning, we get the following estimate:

Proposition 2.4. For any x, y e Si\n[l(C0(^p)), 0 <t < -^p, lep < \,

\H¡(x,y, t) - H¡p(x,y, t)\ < cmax{r', rM', Z'M'jexp (-^ + cxt) ,

where c, cx are some absolute constants.

Now we formulate similar results for So . The following cusp Co = {(r, 9)\
r > 0, 0 < 6 < 1 }/{(r, 1) ~ (r, 0)} with metric dr2 + e~2rdd2 is embedded

in So near each cusp of So.
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Let Cq(p) c Co be the subcusp of Co defined by Co(p) = {(r, 8) e Co\r >
p} and So\IJCo(,9) the complement of all cusps Co(p) inside So (since S¡ is

assumed to have one pinching geodesic, So has two cusps). Let Ho<p(x, y, t)

be the Dirichlet heat kernel of pSo\IJCb(/>) • Then by the same argument as

above, we get the following

Proposition 2.5. For x, y e S0\IJCq(\p)- 0 < t < jöP>

\H0(x,y, t)-HQtP(x,y, t)\ < cmaxli"1, rM', rM'}exp (--^ + cxt) ,

where c, cx are some absolute constants.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Step 1: t < jQ . LeX Kx x K2 x K c So x So x (0, jq] be a compact subset. We

need to show that for any e > 0, there exists S > 0 such that for 0 < / < Ô,

(x, y, t) e Kx x K2 x K,

\Hi(ni(x), n,(y), t) - H0(x, y, t)\ < e.

By Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, there exist (big) po> 0 and ôx > 0 so that for

0 < / < ¿h , (x, y, Z) e Kx x K2 x K,

\Ht(nt(x), ni(y), t) - Hfpo(ni(x), 7ti(y), t)\ < \e,

\H0(x,y, t)-H0tPo(x,y, t)\ < \e,

and hence,

\Hi(nl(x),n,(y),t)-Ho(x,y,t)\

< \Hí,Po(ni(x), 7ti(y), t) - H0,Po(x,y, t)\ + \e.

But nj(dsf) converges to ds2, Cfc-uniformly over compact subsets of So .

By a theorem of Ray and Singer [10, Proposition 6.1] on variation of heat

kernels, for fixed po, there exists 0 < ô(< ôx)  such that for 0 < / < S,

(x,y,t)eKxxK2xK,

\h;po(tii(x), m(y), t) -H0,Po(x,y, t)\ < {e.

Therefore,

\Hi(n¡(x), jti(y), t) - Ho(x, y, t)\ < {z + {r = e

as required.

Step 2: t > jq . To prove Theorem 1.1 for Z > rg > we need the following

estimates on derivatives of heat kernels [11, p. 262].

Theorem 3.1. Let M" be a complete Riemannian manifold with Ric(M) >

-k   (k > 0).   Then for all i e N and Z0 > 0, there exists a constant C =
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■ H(x,y,t) <CH (l +
(i + ^i)

x(H(x,x,t)H(y,y,t))iexp[-
d2(x,y)

At

d2(x,y)

4t

\VH(x,y,t)\<Cr^l + d-^l)C

x (H(x,x, t)H(y, y, t))$ exp

where d(x, y) is the distance function of M.

Combining Theorem 2.1 and the fact that n*(ds2) converges Ck-uniformly

over compact subsets to ds$ , we get the following bounds.

Corollary 3.2. For any compact subset Kx x K2 x K c So x So x R+ and any

i eN, there exists a constant c = c(i, Kx, K2, K, l0) such that for (x, y, t) e

Kx xK2xK, l<k,

d'
<c,^-H,(ni(z),7ti(y),t)

\VoHi(n,(x),7ii(y),t)\<c.

As explained in the introduction, we now want to use a normal family argu-

ment. We thus need bounds on all (mixed) derivatives of Hi(n¡(x), n¡(y), t).

Lemma 3.3. For any i, k e N and Kx x K2 x K as above, there exists c =

c(i,k, Kx, K2, K, lo) such that for (x, y, t) e Kx x K2 x K, I <lo,

£iV$H,{x,{z), 7t,(y),t) <c.

Proof. Since (§-t + A¡)H,(x,y,t) = 0,

(h**)™»**-'-»*0'-
For x e Kx, A/ is uniformly elliptic for / < /0. Then the bound in the

lemma follows from a priori estimates for heat equations [2, Theorem 5 in

§3.2].   D

We can now finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. From the bound in Lemma

3.3, it follows [2, Theorem 3 in §3.2] that for any sequence /. —> 0, there

is a subsequence {/j} c {/,} suchthat Hp(nii(x) ,itp(y), t) converges Ck-

uniformly over compact subsets to a function H^x, y, t) on So x So xR+ .

Of course,

— +AojH00(x,y,t) = 0.

By Step 1, for 0 < t < limi_o Hi(x < y ■> i) = Ho(x > y > t), and hence,10 '
#oo(-*, y, t) = Ho(x, y, t). Then by the uniqueness of solutions to heat equa-

tions, we have H^x, y, t) = H0(x, y, t), i.e., for t > 0,

lim #z; (7t/j (x), 7T/j (y), t) = H0(x, y, t).
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By the arbitrary choice of /y-»0, we get that for any Z > 0,

limH¡(7ii(x), 7t/(y), t) = H0(x,y, t).

We have thus proved Theorem 1.1 when the pinching geodesic y (I) is nonsep-

arating.

In the case where y(l) is a separating geodesic on S¡, we need to modify

several of the constructs used above. On a disconnected Riemannian manifold
M, for instance, the heat kernel H(x, y, t) is understood to be 0 whenever

x and y belong to disjoint components. Similarly, in this case, we understand

that d(x, y) = +oo. After making some minor changes along these lines, the

preceding proof is seen to carry over to the separating case as well. The case of

several pinching geodesies is handled in much the same way.
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